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THE BIRMINGHAM 
& MIDLAND INSTITUTE

SCIENCE ARTS LITERATURE

What's On July - December 2019



About the BMI 

The Birmingham & Midland Institute has been 
at the heart of Birmingham’s cultural life for 
over 150 years. It was originally founded by 
Act of Parliament in 1854 for the ‘Diffusion and 
Advancement of Science, Literature and Art 
amongst all Classes of Persons resident in 
Birmingham and Midland Counties’. Charles 
Dickens was one of its early Presidents.

During the late nineteenth century, the BMI 
played a leading role in the introduction of 
scientific and technical education in 
Birmingham until the state gradually 
took over its functions. It was thus the 
forerunner of many educational bodies such 
as the Birmingham Conservatoire.

Located in a Grade II* listed building, the BMI 
has a thriving programme of cultural and 
educational activities, which includes a wide 
spectrum of arts and science lectures, 
exhibitions and concerts. The building is also 
a venue for many externally-organised events 
and can be booked for conferences
and meetings. 

The BMI has longstanding associations with 
a number of independent societies who use 
the premises for their activities and meetings. 
Affiliated societies have kindred interests and 
include the Birmingham Philatelic Society and 
the Birmingham and Midland Society for 
Genealogy and Heraldry. 

The BMI receives no public subsidy or direct 
revenue funding; it depends entirely on 
income generated through the support of 
members, visitors, donors, and volunteers.

Visit our website, Facebook and Twitter pages 
for the latest updates on events and activities!
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SEASON HIGHLIGHTS  
DRAWING ON RUSKIN
FREE ENTRY 
DROP-IN, NO NEED TO BOOK

Keep an eye out for an exciting, long term 
drawing project starting in the spring and 
leading to an exhibition in the autumn. As 
part of the commemorations of the 200th 
anniversary of the great John Ruskin, the 
BMI is creating a community art project. 
Based on Ruskin principles, it will include 
tutelage in drawing, opportunities  
to capture little-known and important  
places, links with the Birmingham School 
of Art and excuses for cups of tea, cake and 
chats. 

THE LOST CHILDREN EXHIBITION
SATURDAY 14 TO SUNDAY 22 SEPTEMBER
10AM - 4PM, FREE ENTRY

Between 1873 - 1948 some 6,000 destitute  
children were sent from the Birmingham  
Children’s Emigration Homes to live with 
farmers in the backwoods of Canada. Described 
at the time as “gutter children or street Arabs” 
they lived in desperate conditions and were 
destined for a life of grime, crime and poverty.
The Children’s Emigration Homes were set up 
by 28-year-old Sir John Middlemore, a wealthy 
philanthropist and father of ten children. The 
children spent up to a year at the ‘Middlemore 
Homes’ preparing for their epic journey. The 
future lives of these children varied enormously 
- there are tales of happiness as well as tales of 
great sadness. In this interactive exhibition you’ll 
be able to ‘choose your child’ and follow their 
remarkable family journey from the slum streets 
of Birmingham to the backwoods of Canada.  Image: Thomas Elsie May and Blanche R on arriving at the Middlemore 

home in November 1908, Balsall Heath History Society

Photograph © Tony Harratt 2017
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HERITAGE OPEN DAYS 2019:
‘A SAMPLE OF THE SPIRIT OF THE 
PLACE’
SATURDAY 14 SEPTEMBER
FREE ENTRY

Explore the Birmingham and Midland Institute and 
celebrate 25 years of Heritage Open Days! Enjoy 
access to our Grade II* listed members’ institute 
and library, and delight in family-friendly activities 
such as live theatre performances throughout the 
day, historical writing workshops, drawing and 
craft areas, vintage book sales, our local history fair 
and more! Pick up a vintage book, enjoy a cake at 
the bake sale and donate to the BMI.
Don’t miss Balsall Heath History Society’s lively 
‘Dramatic Lecture’ performance about the children 
who were sent from the Birmingham Children’s 
Emigration Homes to live with farmers in the back-
woods of Canada. Expect pop-up theatre, singing, 
photography and lots more.  There will be one per-
formance only at midday in the spacious Lyttleton 
Theatre. No booking required, suitable for families. 
Also on Saturday 14th at 2.30 pm BHHS are  
delighted to announce that Dr. Patricia  
Roberts-Pichette Ph.D, will be giving a talk on the 
Middlemore Homes.  Patricia is the leading expert 
on the Homes’ history and will be flying in from 
Canada specifically for this event. 

TO BOOK A HISTORY FAIR TABLE 
PLEASE VISIT WWW.BMI.ORG.UK 
FOR AN APPLICATION FORM
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Art at the BMI

Exhibitions in the 
Reception Foyer

MIDLAND PAINTING GROUP
Monday 1 July - Friday 30 August
The group was established in the 1940s with the 
aim to generate a wider interest in the visual arts, 
share interest and expertise, and offer guidance via 
appraisals by professional artists. Their  
members range from those with art training 
through to accomplished amateurs and keen  
‘leisure’ painters. The composition of MPG’s  
membership reflects their belief in art’s ability to 
cross age and social boundaries.

JILLY OXLADE-ARNOTT
Monday 1 August - Friday 27 August
is known for her unique watercolour and fine 
line ink depictions of historically or nationally 
significant architecture. She is a Worcester based 
architectural watercolour artist from a family of 
draughtsmen, painters, potters and sculptors.  
Having two distinct styles, a more traditional  
‘Classique’ which is bright watercolour with  
detailed fine line ink whereas ‘Vivid’ is simplistic 
bold lines on layers of pure vibrant colours, inspired 
by the pop art genre and is best seen on large scale 
canvases. Structure, perception and placement 
form the focal point of her works, with an emphasis 
of colour and depth on the subject structure leaving 
the surrounding detail in contrasting black line 
work.

Top to bottom: Danuta Grey, Jilly Oxlade-Arnott

Support artists 
and the BMI  

by purchasing 
original works 

of art!
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Above, from top: Nicholas Sims; Christmas cards by Thomas Parry; Photo-
graph © Joanna Delyse Packwood

JOIN >>
LIFE DRAWING CLASSES
Monday evenings 
6pm - 8.45pm
The Institute runs a life drawing and painting class 
on Monday evenings under the tutorship of Terry 
Mullett. Contact Terry on 0121 358 1159 for further 
details.

NICHOLAS SIMS
Monday 30 September - Friday 1 November
Nicholas Sims has loved drawing since childhood 
and always wanted to be an artist or an illustrator. 
He recently completed a degree in illustration at the 
University of Wolverhampton and his work has gone 
in the direction of reportage drawing. He is inter-
ested in drawing people whilst they are engaged in 
a job or involved in some leisure pursuit. Nicholas 
finds that the more nervous he is about drawing in 
a place the better the result. In the last two years he 
has made a collection of drawings of the Bull Ring, 
indoor market, and transport in Birmingham. 

THOMAS PARRY - MADE ON THE 
CANAL 
Monday 4 November - Friday 13 December
Taking inspiration from traditional draft drawing, 
Thomas’ clean-cut illustrations are brought to life 
by turning them into 3D pictures.  Pillars, terraces 
and other protruding features are cut out by hand 
and brought forward, while windows are recessed 
and roofs are sloped back creating natural shadows 
and a real sense of depth. Thomas is keen to make 
art accessible to all, especially if it is of a building 
you cherish.  As Birmingham is facing a high level 
of development, architecture is becoming more 
recognised and appreciated among all generations.  
Many buildings have been lost over the centuries, 
with only vague descriptions or tarnished photos 
remaining.  These are the buildings Made On The 
Canal wishes to focus on in the coming months: 
to bring them back to life, to remind people what 
came before and how Birmingham was built.



Whole Day Part-Day Rate
(9am - 1pm
or 1.30pm - 

5.30pm)

Evening Rate
(price per hour, 

between 6pm and 
9pm)

Capacity 
(theatre-style)

Lyttelton Theatre £300 £225 £50 per hour 250

John Lee 
Lecture Theatre

£260 £200 £50 per hour 115

Dickens Room £325 £250 £50 per hour 150

John Peek Room £275 £220 £50 per hour 60

Meeting Room 14 £150 £120 £30 per hour 25

Meeting Room 16 £150 £120 £30 per hour 25

Meeting Room 21 £150 £120 £30 per hour 25

Meeting Room 22 £150 £120 £30 per hour 18

Meeting Room 30 £160 £130 £40 per hour 30

Ryland Room £160 £130 £40 per hour 18

Woodward Room £160 £130 £40 per hour 18

Gallery Room £150 £120 £30 per hour 40

Main Hall £200 £150 £40 per hour 60

ROOM HIRE RATES

The Birmingham & Midland Institute is located in the heart of Birmingham’s city centre and offers 
a variety of rooms and theatres for hire in its Grade II* listed building. Situated on Margaret Street 
beside the Birmingham School of Art and Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, we are within 
walking distance of local and national travel networks, including tram, bus and train; our building 
is conveniently located just 5 minutes from Snow Hill station. Each room in the BMI is fitted with 
AV equipment and there is free wi-fi throughout the building. We have spaces suitable for small 
and large scale events such as meetings, training days, conferences and performances. We also 
boast two large auditoria which seat up to 250 people. We also have in-house caterers who can 
provide delicious food and refreshments for your event. As always, our staff are on hand to offer 
help and support if needed. To enquire about hiring our spaces telephone 0121 236 3591 or 
email daniel@bmi.org. uk

Looking for an events venue?

Photograph © Tony Harratt 2017

Registered charities receive a discount of 10% on room hire only.
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Music at the BMI

The Midland Chamber Players 
Live at Lunchtime
54th Concert Season 2019/2020
1.10pm - 2.10pm
£8.50/£7 Concessions/£3 Students with 
valid NUS card
Drop in, no booking required

Friday 4 October
Beethoven The ‘Spring’ Sonata in F, Sam Mason 
Violin and Dinah Levine Piano 
Beethoven Piano Trio in G Op.121a “Kakadu 
Variations”

Friday 1 November
Mozart Piano Concerto in F K.413 Soloist: Dinah 
Levine
Mozart String Divertimento in F K.138
Haydn Piano Concerto No. 11 in D Hob: XVII

Friday 29 November
Dvorak String Quartet in F Op.96 “American”
Haydn String Quartet in D minor Op.76 No.2 
“Quinten”

Friday 13 December
“Magical Spain”
Turina String Quartet Op.4 Prelude in D minor 
“de la Guitarra”
Turina String Quartet “L’Oracion del Torero” The 
Bullfighter’s Prayer
Monti Czardas for violin and guitar - with An-
drew Hughes violin
Spanish Guitar Duets - The Brian Perkins Guitar 
Duo
Arriaga String Quintet No.2 in A

Friday Morning 
Club

Friday Morning Club currently 

meets at 11am on the first Friday 

of the month. It offers a variety 

of hour long talks on subjects 

including history, geography, 

travel and music, and includes 

time for general social  

discussions in a friendly  

environment. 

6 September - Fabian’s Failure 
with Lynette Duggan

4 October - East Africa: Birds, 
Fish and Beasts with Trevor Rob-
inson

1 November - Cabbage and Peas 
with Alison Heward

6 December - Famous Composers (9) 
Rachmaninoff with Bill Hales
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Short Course: Starting to Write (Prose & Scripts) 
with William Gallagher
Wednesdays, 6.30pm – 8.30pm, on 11, 18 & 25 
September, and 2 & 9 October 2019 
£99 
A five-week short course on both the creative and 
the practical aspects of writing novels, short stories 
and scripts. You’ll create characters, plan plots 
and discuss dialogue as you write from scratch or 
develop work you’ve already begun. At the same 
time you’ll learn about what publishers need and 
why – plus the essentials you need to know for 
self-publishing. Then you’ll also find out exactly 
how to juggle your writing alongside all the other 
commitments in your life: how to get started, how 
to keep going and then how to finish. This course 
is open to all abilities, particularly those new to 
writing, or new to writing prose and scripts.

Courses run in partnership with

Two-Day Short Course: Voice: Performing  
Poetry for an Audience
Saturday 21 September and Saturday 28  
September 2019, 10am – 4pm 
£99
This two-day workshop is designed for poets 
who find it challenging to speak their own texts 
in front of an audience. The first aim of the work 
will be for you to understand better what is at 
stake physically and emotionally when you are 
in front of an audience. You will discuss what you 
find exciting when you hear poets speak and what 
happens to you when you speak your poems. You 
will have a chance to practice speaking in a safe 
environment.  
You will learn how your voice works and how to 
use it in the context of a public reading. You will 
learn how to connect to your text using imagery 
and how to stay connected to the audience while 
speaking. You will gain more confidence and leave 
the workshop with some tools to help you to 
consolidate what you will have discovered that is 
helping you. The workshop is intended for poets 
published or not, but you need to have some 
written work prepared. Come with a few of your 
poems you want to work with.

Literature at the BMI 

Book online at writingwestmidlands.org

Photographs © Writing West Midlands
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One-Day Short Course: Overcoming Writer’s Block with Gulara 
Vincent
Saturday 28 September 2019, 10am-4pm 
£45
The fear of the blank page, or the fear of finishing a piece of writing, 
strikes writers of all genre, at any stage of their career. In this  
practical one-day course, trainer and writer Gulara Vincent will guide 
you through your writer’s block, and show you how you can over-
come it for yourself. For most writers, you are not blocked because 
you lack inspiration, but because of your fear of failure, exposure 
and success. When you acknowledge and heal those fears, your 
writing takes care of itself. Through a series of practical exercises, 
in a supportive group of fellow writers, you will learn to identify 
what’s preventing you writing, and how to overcome it. There will be 
moments of sharing and of personal reflection, and you can share 
as much as you feel comfortable with. There will also be a series of 
writing challenges to help you approach your writing in different 
ways. You will come away from the one-day short course with tools 
to help you face the blank page in the future, and deal with writer’s 
block if it affects you again.

Short Course: Writing Short Stories with C. D. Rose
Tuesdays, 6.30pm – 8.30pm, on 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29 October 2019 
£99
A five-week short course on writing short stories, whilst drawing inspiration 
and learning from past masters. The short story is a unique literary form, 
and one well-suited to current times. If you have ever considered writing 
short fiction, are in the middle of writing it, or have already written several 
stories, come and join us on this five-week course. We will take a brief look 
at the history and variety of the form, and try and work out quite what 
makes a great short story. We will read stories old and new, and find out 
what makes them tick. We will face the tricky questions raised by  
beginnings, middles and ends, and build characters, plots and settings. We 
will try our hands at writing different kinds of stories, from flash to realist to 
experimental. We will write what we know, and also reach into writing what 
we don’t know, and want to discover. This course is open to all abilities, 
including beginners.

Short Course: Writing Thrillers with Liam Brown
Thursdays, 6.30pm to 8.30pm, on 7, 14, 21, 28 November and 5 
December 2019 
£99
Thrillers and crime novels now outsell all other fiction, responsible 
for an astonishing 18.7 million book sales in the UK in 2017. They 
might be popular, but in a crowded marketplace, how do we ensure 
our thriller stands out from the crowd? Liam Brown, author of four 
internationally-published novels, shares his secrets for crafting an 
unforgettable – and unputdownable – thriller. From developing 
strong characters to plotting your story and developing a  
sucker-punch twist, over five weeks we’ll explore the ways you can 
take your writing to the next level, as well as exploring strategies for 
getting your novel published once its finished. Through a series of 
practical workshop exercises, with plenty of opportunity to share 
your work and ask questions, you’ll learn how to create and sustain 
suspense, and satisfy readers with your plot. This course is open to 
experienced prose writers and beginners alike.



Image credit: James Phillips

M&M CATERING 
AT THE BMI COFFEE 
LOUNGE

Come and join us for tea, 
cake or lunch! We also 
cater for conferences 
and events.

Open Monday to Friday 
9am - 3pm 
(excluding Bank Holidays)

For catering enquiries, email 
catering@bmi.org.uk 
or telephone 0121 2361233.

The BMI Reading Group
Third Thursday of the month
2pm - 3.30pm
£2 (includes coffee and biscuits)
The BMI Coffee Lounge
If you are interested, in the first instance, please call 
the BMI reception on 0121 236 3591

Living Shakespeare 
with Shakespeare Birmingham
Tuesdays 
6.30pm – 9pm
£5 per session
Want to learn more about the plays by the Bard? 
These weekly play-reading sessions foster lively 
discussion; all scripts are provided at the session, 
just turn up with your interest in Shakespeare, a 
willingness to discover and share insights with the 
rest of the group. 
Email shakespearebirmingham@gmail.com 
if you’re coming for the first time.

Playreading at the BMI
Tuesdays  
6.30pm - 9pm
£5 (£1 Members of the BMI)
As a drop-in group we read, workshop and  
discuss plays. The main requirement is enthusiasm 
for theatre and literature, especially the work of 
William Shakespeare. Everyone is welcome to join!

>> NEW

Second-Hand Prose - The Birmingham Library 
Bookshop
Located on the Second Floor
We are the most centrally located second hand 
bookshop in the city, and the proceeds from the 
sales come back into the Library to further the work 
we do here, extending the collection or restoring 
and protecting the books we have in  
our care.



The original Birmingham Library was 
founded in 1779 by John Lee, a button 
manufacturer who lived at 115 Snow Hill. 
This private lending library was reorganised 
in 1781 by Joseph Priestley, the pioneering 
chemist who discovered oxygen. The library 
moved into a purpose-built location on Union 
Street in 1797 where it remained for just over 
a century until it moved to its present location 
on Margaret Street in 1899. The Birmingham 
& Midland Institute joined the Library in 1955, 
having moved from its original Victorian 
premises in Paradise Street. 

The library’s holding is being steadily 
increased by the regular purchase of books, 
principally in the fields of the humanities and 
modern fiction. It continues, as it has in the 
past, to benefit from gifts and bequests made 
to it by generous members. Many of these 
acquisitions are of considerable value.

The Birmingham Library
Our library has a total holding of 
over 100,000 books including:

• 18th century volumes from the 
earliest years of the library 

• 19th and 20th century purchases,  
including books on history,  
literature, natural history, science, 
travel and fiction, with a strong 
holding of late 19th and early 20th 
century novels 

• Over 6000 biographies and  
autobiographies 

• A music library with a remarkably 
comprehensive range of classical 
LPs and over 3000 classical CDs

Photograph © Tony Harratt 2017

The Library is a facility we provide for our members. Have 
you considered joining? Fees start at just £16.50 for the 
year. Worth it just to access this fantastic library...
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Affiliated Societies 
and Joint Events 

Tuesday 2 July
Friends of Birmingham Museums
Centrepiece – In Conversation
6.30pm - 8.30pm
John Peek Room
£12/£9 Members of the BMI/Friends of  
Birmingham Museums (includes a glass of 
wine and a slice of pizza)
Centrepiece Jewellery was formed in 1997 and is 
a collective of contemporary jewellery designer 
makers based in and around  
Birmingham’s historic jewellery quarter. 
In celebration of 21 years of Centrepiece, four 
jewellers from the group came together to  
curate an exhibition at The Museum of The  
Jewellery quarter entitled ‘Illuminate’. The 
exhibition showcases their jewellery collections 
alongside new pieces inspired by exploring the 
riches of the museum and its collections. The 
intention of the jewellers is to illuminate the 
unique history of the Jewellery Quarter and its 
significance to jewellery makers today.
Join Katherine Campbell-Legg, Miranda Sharpe, 
Nobuko Okumura and Rita Patel as they provide 
an insight into Centrepiece, its activities and 
connection with the Jewellery Quarter. They will 
be sharing their experiences of being jewellery 
designers and makers as they take you on a  
journey into how their work is made.

Wednesday 3 July
Midland Ancestors
Oral History at Worcester: The Hive
7.30pm - 9pm 
The Hive is jointly home to Worcester Records 
Office and The University of Worcester.
Maggie Tohill will tell us about their Oral History 
project.

Saturday 13 July
Pre-Raphaelite Society
Kempe and the Pre-Raphaelites with Andrew 
Barlow
10.30am - 12pm
John Peek Room
£9 (Non-Members welcome)
Charles Eamer Kempe has often been compared 
unfavourably – e.g. by critics such as Nikolaus 
Pevsner – with William Morris and the later 
Pre-Raphaelite stained glass artists. But little 
attention has been paid to the close personal and 
professional links between Kempe and Morris, 
particularly during the 1860-70s when both men 
were much indebted to the architect GF Bodley 
for encouragement, direction and commissions. 
This talk will re-examine these close links in the 
light both of prevailing artistic currents such as 
the Aesthetic Movement and of Kempe’s own 
lifelong admiration for Morris. It will also explore 
some of the comparisons drawn between Morris 
and Kempe by critics in the immediate aftermath 
of Kempe’s death in 1907.
Adrian Barlow writes and lectures on literature, 
architecture and stained glass. A Senior  
Member of Wolfson College, Cambridge, and 
former President of the English Association, his 
recent publications include Kempe: the Life, Art 
and Legacy of Charles Eamer Kempe(2018) and 
Espying Heaven: the Stained Glass of Charles 
Eamer Kempe and his Artists(2019), both books 
illustrated with photographs by Alastair Carew-
Cox.

Image: Pink sapphire enamel earrings by Miranda Sharpe
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Friday 26 July
Professor David Wilson: My Life with Murderers 
7.30pm - 10pm
£25 Standard tickets available on Eventbrite
Professor David Wilson has spent his professional 
life working with violent men - especially men 
who have committed murder. Aged twenty-nine 
he became, at that time, the UK’s youngest ever 
prison Governor in charge of a jail and his career 
since then has seen him sitting across a table with 
all sorts of killers: sometimes in a tense interview; 
sometimes sharing a cup of tea (or something a 
little stronger); sometimes  
looking them in the eye to tell them that they are 
a psychopath. Some of these men became David’s 
friends; others would still love to kill him.
My Life with Murderers tells the story of David’s 
journey from idealistic prison governor to expert 
criminologist and professor. With experience 
unlike any other, David’s story is a fascinating and 
compelling study of human nature.
This event provides a unique opporunity to hear 
David discuss his fascinating career. The event will 
conclude with a question and answer session and 
there will be an opportunity for photographs/meet 
and greet. Book early to avoid disappointment 
and be prepared to gain an unrivalled insight into 
the life of one of the country’s leading criminolo-
gists!

Tuesday 6 August
Friends of Birmingham Museums
Ana Maria Pacheco’s ‘One Man and his Sheep’ 
and friends with Emalee Beddoes-Davis,  
Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art, 
Birmingham Museums
6.30pm - 8.30pm
John Peek Room
£12/£9 for Members of the BMI and Friends of 
Birmingham Museums (glass of wine and a slice 
of pizza included)
Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art Emalee 
Beddoes-Davis talks through the process of 
re-displaying collection-favourite ‘One Man and 
his Sheep’ by Ana Maria Pacheco and shares her 
research into the fascinating artworks  
selected to compliment it including pieces by 
Picasso and Frank Auerbach. Exploring themes 
of expressionism and portraiture, mythology, 
animals and the human image, this talk will  
highlight both star-pieces and lesser known gems 
from the collection of works on paper. 

Above: Figure from Ana Maria Pacheco’s ‘One Man and his Sheep’ . Photo by 
Birmingham Museums Trust

Wednesday 4 September
Midland Ancestors  
Peplow Memorial Lecture
7.30pm - 9pm
William Augustus Peplow was a successful  
business man from the Black Country and  
descended from a long line of clockmakers. He 
had a keen interest in Heraldry, which he helped 
develop in the society, also making authoritative 
surveys of the hatchments of Worcestershire.  
He later became President of the Worcester 
Archaeological Society and a Fellow of the  
Society of Antiquaries. After his demise in 1983 
this annual lecture was set up in his memory.

Tuesday 10 September
The Geological Society
Chartership Evening with Bill Gaskarth
6pm for a 6.30pm start
John Peek Room
£5/FREE for Members of The Geological 
Society
Since 1990 the Geological Society has offered the 
professional qualification of Chartered  
Geologist (CGeol). Chartered Geologists are 
required to demonstrate their skills, experience 
and competence in their given area of  



professional practice with reference to seven 
qualifying criteria. Chartership Officer at The 
Geological Society of London, Bill Gaskarth, will 
give this talk.

Saturday 21 September
Balsall Heath Local History Society
Lost Children - A Talk with Patricia Skidmore
2pm, FREE entry
Between 1873 - 1948 some 6,000 destitute  
children were sent from the Birmingham  
Children’s Emigration Homes to live with 
farmers in the backwoods of Canada. Patricia 
Skidmore, daughter of child migrant Marjorie 
Skidmore, will be flying in to give a talk about 
her family’s extraordinary experience. This talk 

is free of charge and suitable for families - don’t 
miss this unique opportunity to discover this 
amazing aspect of Birmingham’s heritage.

Wednesday 2 October 
Midland Ancestors
An Accident Waiting to Happen? with Liz 
Palmer
7.30pm - 9pm
The story of the Whittall Street explosion of 1859. 
Hear Liz Palmer’s account of the  
explosion at the Whittal Street Percussion Cap 
factory which claimed the lives of some of the 
workers, 18 young women and a young man.

Tuesday 8 October
The Geological Society
Use of Lidar and Photogrammetry to Develop 
Predictive Models of Rock Slope Instability with 
Oliver Dabson and Jamie Gilham (Jacobs) 
6pm for 6.30pm start
£5/FREE for Members of The Geological 
Society

Saturday 26 October
Society for the History of Astronomy
SHA Autumn Conference and AGM 2019 
9.30am 
£10 Non-members/£5 SHA Members 
Celebrating fifty years since the first manned 
Apollo moon landing. Featuring a talk by SHA 
President, Allan Chapman: The Moon, the  
Telescope, and the Transformation of Astronomy 
After 1609. Other confirmed speakers include  
Alexandra Loske, Robert Massey, Melanie 
Vandenbrouck, Louise Devoy, Bill Leatherbarrow.

Saturday 2 November
Midland Ancestors
The Quarter Sessions: A Resource for Family 
Historians with Mike Sharpe
2.30pm - 4pm
Genealogist, author and publisher Mike Sharpe 
will tell us about what is perhaps an oft over-

Affiliated Societies 
and Joint Events (cont.) 

The Dickens Fellowship Meetings
£1/Free for Members of the Dickens  
Fellowship
Drop in, no need to book
Meetings are held at the BMI on the second 
Wednesday of each month at 7pm unless 
stated otherwise.

10 July
Brian Titton - Our Mutual Friend

14 August
Derek Oliver - Hard Times

11 September
Members’ Contributions

9 October, 6.45pm
Tony Williams - Dickens and Public Executions

13 November, 6.45pm
Crispin Ridge - Tom Tiddler’s Ground Dramatic 
Reading

11 December
Christmas Social14



looked resource for family historians, The Quarter 
Sessions. Do please note that this meeting is not 
on the usual Wednesday evening but a Saturday 
afternoon.

Tuesday 2 November
The Geological Society
2020 Early Careers Award Launch plus two 
talks:The Importance of Targeted Site Walkovers 
on Large Scale Project with Samuel Hazell
(Arup) and Engineering Geology of the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route with Dan 
Roberts (Atkins)
6pm for 6.30pm start
£5/FREE for Members of The Geological Society

Wednesday 4 December
Midland Ancestors
‘May We Remind You’ – Members Evening
7.30pm - 9pm
The late Joyce Finnemore when “doing” the family 
history talks circuit would frequently  
deliver a presentation entitled “May I Remind You” 
intended to draw the researchers mind back to 
perhaps long forgotten family history resources. 
Tonight we follow that same theme with a Mem-
bers Evening. Members Evening does not mean 
that the evening is restricted to members, rather 
that the evenings contributions are by members. 
Anyone who would like to make a contribution is 
asked to contact the organiser, Peter Middleton, 
see address below. There will also be Festive 
refreshments available this evening.

Tuesday 10 December
The Geological Society
West Midland Regional Group AGM 2019:
Carbon Capture and Storage
6pm for 6.30pm start
£5/FREE for Members of The Geological Society

Left: Kitty Iles receives her Certificate of Recognition from the Geological 
Society for her services as Secretary to the West Midland Regional Group 
(WMRG), from Group Chairman Ray Pratt

VOLUNTEER AT THE BMI

If you would like to  
volunteer your time or 
skills please do not  
hesistate to contact us

Email library@bmi.org.uk for more 
information

Don’t forget to support us on 
social media and spread the word 
about the Institute!

 thebirminghamandmidlandinstitute 

@bmi1854 

Photograph © David Odusanya 2019



Find us

Registered charity no. 522852 VAT Registration no. 110 132451

9 Margaret Street, Birmingham, B3 3BS 
www.bmi.org.uk   
0121 236 3591
enquiries@bmi.org.uk  
For room hire enquiries contact daniel@bmi.org.uk

Opening hours: 
Monday to Friday 9am - late
Most Saturdays 9am - 5pm (please call to check opening dates)
Please note that we are closed on Bank Holiday Mondays

THE BIRMINGHAM 
& MIDLAND INSTITUTE

Great Charles St Queensway
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 facebook.com/thebirminghamandmidlandinstitute      @bmi1854 

We are located in the city 
centre, a 5-10 minute walk 
from Birmingham New St 
station and a 10-15 minute 
walk from Snow Hill and 
Moor Street stations. 
The nearest bus stops are 
located on Colmore Row 
and Newhall St. 

All-day parking can be found 
just off Great Charles St 
Queensway. 
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